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ABSTRACT

This study aims to improve students’ critical thinking skills and student learning activities. After they applied the Think Talk Write learning models assisted by rotating wheel media on IV grade students of SDN Talun 01 with 28 research subjects. This type of research was classroom action research. The research was conducted in two cycles, each cycle consisted of 4 stages, namely, planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting. The independent variable in this study was the Think Talk Write learning model assisted by the rotating wheel media, and the dependent variable was the skill to think critically. The instruments in this study were tests, interviews, observation, and documentation instruments. Data analysis techniques used in this study were quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis. The results of this class action research can be seen from the achievement of the following indicators, namely (1) critical thinking skills, classical completeness of pre-cycle students by 62% (less) and increased on the first cycle by 72% (less), and increased in cycle II by 85% (good). (2) Student learning activities in the first cycle, attitude field, were 73% (less) and increased in the second cycle by 86% (good). Then, student learning activities in the cycle I, skills field were 74% (less) and increased in cycle II by 87% (good). Furthermore, it can be concluded that the application of the Think Talk Write learning model assisted with the 7th theme rotating wheel media about the diverse beauty in my country on IV grade students of SDN.
1. Introduction

The learning process to practice Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) in the industrial era 4.0 uses 4C learning, including critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity (Mubarok, 2019). Critical Thinking is currently a learning center that is being intensively implemented. Critical thinking is an activity that is carried out through a way of thinking about ideas or ideas related to the given concept or the problems described (Susanto, 2013; Ginting, 2019). From this explanation, critical thinking skills need to be developed in students. Through the ability to think critically, able to make it easier for students to understand and solve problems. The ability to think critically allows students to study problems faced systematically, face various challenges in an organized way, formulate innovative questions, and be able to design solutions to problems faced in an original and accountable manner. However, in reality, not all students have good critical thinking skills. This is evidenced by the fact that there are still many students who take part in the learning process using the memorization method so that students do not understand the learning material provided properly, besides that students also have difficulty expressing their ideas or ideas. This happens because students tend to only listen to the material presented by the teacher and students are not confident in expressing their opinions.

Based on the results of the pre-cycle conducted on fourth-grade students of SDN Talun 01, it can be said that the students' critical thinking skills are still low. The results of the observation show that there are still many students who are busy playing alone, talking with their friends, and not taking an active role during the learning process. This is because the existing facilities and infrastructure at school are still very limited so that the limitations of teachers in using learning models and media are not optimal. The teacher has tried to make learning interesting so that students are excited about the learning process, but the method used is not optimal, because it only uses conventional methods. The use of conventional methods makes students feel bored and discouraged in participating in the learning process. The learning process that occurs is only dominated by the delivery of material by the teacher so that learning tends to be more towards the teacher center (teacher-centered). The implementation of teacher-centered learning makes students reluctant and afraid to express their opinions, and less confident in their opinions because students are only accustomed to receiving information from the teacher without further seeking out and exploring their knowledge. In addition, when the teacher gives a problem, students still have difficulty solving the problem. This problem was also reinforced by the pre-cycle results given through the student's critical thinking ability test instrument and getting an average score of 62.3 (less). The data were taken from the number of grade IV students at SDN Talun 01, totaling 28 students, 7 students (20%) passed, and 21 students (80%) who failed.

Based on the description of the learning problems that occur as above, it can be said that students' thinking abilities are still low so that an effort is needed to improve the learning process carried out in these schools and later be able to improve critical thinking skills. One effort that can be done is by changing the learning process from a teacher center to a student center. These changes are implemented by using learning models that are innovative, creative, interesting, and can stimulate students' curiosity and critical thinking skills by applying cooperative learning models. The cooperative learning model that can be used is the Think Talk Write (TTW) learning model. The application of the Think Talk Write learning model is a solution offered based on real learning situations in the field that can train students to think about solving problems, foster curiosity, and student learning activities, to train students in improving critical thinking skills. (Huda, 2017; Winarti, 2018) argues that the Think Talk Write (TTW) model is a strategy that encourages and facilitates language training to think, speak, and then be able to write down topics and ideas smoothly. This is in line with the statement of Sim (Continak, 2016) which states that TTW is a cooperative learning model that aims to improve and develop students’ creativity in critical thinking, work, and active communication through group discussions and presentations.

The TTW strategy can encourage students to think about solving problems, talk or discuss the problems given then write down the answers to these problems. The syntax in this model is think (train students to think about a problem using their language), talk (train students to discuss or exchange opinions with their group mates), write (train students to write down answers or opinions on problems that have been agreed by friends. one group) (Kerti, 2018). The learning process is expected to improve students’ ability to think critically. The TTW learning model has several advantages including being able to sharpen the visual thinking skills of students themselves in more detail, developing students’ abilities in understanding teaching materials by giving questions and problems to develop students' critical and creative thinking skills. In addition, interacting and communicating in a group makes students more active in learning, and familiarizes students to communicate well with friends or teachers (Kusuma, 2016).
In addition to using a learning model, a learning media is also needed so that it can help students remember the material being taught and improve their critical thinking skills. The use of instructional media will arouse student interest and motivation, reduce verbalism, as a channel of information, provide encouragement to students, and increase knowledge retention in learning and the interaction between teachers and students so that learning activities are more effective and efficient (Liswanti, 2016; Anam, 2015). In this study, the selected learning media uses rotating wheel media. The spin wheel is a medium in the form of a game. The media is a tool in the form of an illustrated circle that is rotated, moves on its axis until it stops in one part of the image (Hamzah, et al, 2019). The circle is made of wooden plywood. The circle is divided into 6 parts, each part contains colors that attract various kinds of diversity in Indonesia, as well as a question card that contains questions on problem topics to stimulate students to think (Novianti, 2015). Think Talk Write learning model assisted by rotating wheel media is expected to train students in learning to solve problems both individually and in groups through the given question cards so that it is expected that students’ critical thinking can improve. Besides that, it can create a fun, interesting, and fun learning process. Because with the help of this rotating wheel, students can learn while playing.

Some of the studies that support this research are research conducted by (Gunawan et al, 2016) which states that the TTW model can improve critical thinking skills and learning outcomes of fourth semester II students. The increase occurred because students were motivated to take part in learning through discussion with activities to think (think), speak (talk), and write (write). (Naimnule et al, 2016) stated that the TTW model was able to increase student activity and cognitive learning outcomes. Through the application of the TTW model, students are trained to be active in thinking (think) by analyzing problems given by the teacher, then students are trained to talk by discussing with their groups, and finally, students are trained to make summaries or small notes (write) by analyzing material which has been discussed in writing. (Merrante et al, 2019) stated that the TTW model can improve critical thinking skills and learning outcomes of fourth-grade elementary school students. So, in the TTW model, the teacher facilitates students in preparing a problem to hone students’ critical thinking skills.

Research related to the application of rotating wheel learning media has been carried out and has succeeded in overcoming this problem. Research conducted by (Kurniadewi, 2019) states that the use of smart puzzle rotating wheel media can improve learning achievement. (Rina & Sukanti, 2016) state that learning with rotating wheel media can increase student learning activities. (Hamzah et al, 2020) stated that learning using rotating wheel media can increase student learning motivation.

The difference between the previous research and this research is that the previous research only applied the Think Talk Write model without using learning media, while in this study the researcher used the Think Talk Write model assisted by the rotating wheel media. This rotary wheel learning media is not only a game but is equipped with question cards that can stimulate students to practice critical thinking.

Based on the above background, a study was conducted to describe the improvement of students’ critical thinking skills and learning activities through the Think Talk Write model assisted by the rotating wheel media theme 7 The Beauty of Diversity in My Country, grade IV SDN Talun 01.

2. Methodology

This type of research is Classroom Action Research. The implementation of this classroom action research was carried out in February 2020 in grade IV SDN Talun 01 with 28 research subjects. The research lasted for 2 cycles using the PTK design from Kemmis and Mc. Traggart (Arikunto, 2012). Each cycle consists of 4 stages, namely planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting. This research is focused on improving students’ critical thinking skills and learning activities through the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotating wheel media. Indonesia. The independent variable in this study is the Think Talk Write model assisted by the rotating wheel media and the dependent variable in this study is the critical thinking ability and student learning activities.

The instrument in this study was a written test instrument in the form of an essay totaling 10 numbers to measure students’ critical thinking skills according to (Susanto’s, 2013) indicator on the subject of the Beauty of Diversity in My Country, pre-cycle interviews with grade IV teachers of SDN Talun 01 and grade IV students of SDN Talun 01. To get information about learning problems in this class, observation sheets to measure student learning activities in the realm of attitudes and skills during the learning process are in accordance with (Hamalki’s, 2015) indicators and documentation to record the learning process. The data analysis technique in this research is in the form of quantitative techniques through descriptive analysis of the results of critical thinking as measured by test instruments and student activities using observation sheet instruments, while qualitative techniques are categorizing/classifying the results of critical thinking and student activities in the category very good, good, sufficient, and less.
This classroom action research, it is said to be successful if the critical thinking skills and learning activities of students with PPKn and Indonesian language content in grade IV SDN Talun 01 have increased. As for the criteria for the success indicators set, namely the improvement of critical thinking skills and student learning activities, namely obtaining a classical score of ≥75 in the sufficient category, it can be said that the research through the TTW model assisted by the rotary wheel media was successful.

3. Finding and Discussion

Result

This classroom action research consists of the pre-cycle stage (2 November 2019), the first cycle (19-20 February 2020), and the second cycle (26-27 February 2020) to measure students' critical thinking skills and student learning activities on the content of PPKn and Indonesian class IV SDN Talun 01 with 28 students as subjects starting from the pre-cycle stage to cycle I and cycle I to cycle II. After finishing the lesson, students are given evaluation test questions to measure their critical thinking skills in each cycle at the second meeting. This critical thinking ability consists of indicators (1) providing simple explanations, indicators (2) building basic concept skills, indicators (3) concluding, indicators (4) providing further explanations, and indicators (5) setting strategies and tactics. The following are the results of the students' critical thinking ability scores for each indicator that can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The results of the students' critical thinking ability scores for each indicator](image)

Based on Figure 1, it can be concluded that the results of students' critical thinking ability scores for each indicator in cycle I obtained a percentage of 72% (less) and an increase in cycle II, namely obtaining a percentage of 85% (good). So, it can be concluded that the increase in students' critical thinking skills from cycle I to cycle II is 13%. This shows that the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotating wheel media can improve students' critical thinking skills and has met the established success indicators, namely ≥75 with sufficient criteria, so this research is said to be successful.

In addition to measuring critical thinking skills, this study also measures student learning activities. Student learning activities in this study are divided into two, namely student learning activities in the realm of attitudes including (1) visual activities, (2) oral activities, (3) listening activities, and (4) emotional activities and student learning activities in the realm of skills including (1) writing activities, (2) mental activities and (3) metric activities.

Student learning activities in the realm of this attitude consist of indicators (1) visual activities, indicators (2) oral activities, indicators (3) listening activities, and indicators (4) emotional activities. The following are the results of observations of student learning activities in the domain of each indicator's attitude can be seen in Figure 2.
Based on Figure 2, it can be concluded that the results of observations of student learning activities in the domain of attitudes of each indicator in cycle I obtained a percentage of 74% (less) and an increase in cycle II, namely obtaining a percentage of 86% (good). So, it can be concluded that the increase in student learning activities in the realm of attitude from cycle I to cycle II is 12%. This shows that the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotary wheel media can improve student learning activities in the realm of attitudes and has met the established success indicators, namely ≥75 with sufficient criteria, so this research is said to be successful.

Students’ learning activities in the realm of skills consist of indicators (1) writing activities, indicators (2) mental activities, and indicators (3) metric activities. The following are the results of observations of student learning activities in the realm of skills for each indicator that can be seen in Figure 3.

Based on Figure 3, it can be concluded that the results of observations of student learning activities in the realm of skills for each indicator in cycle I obtained a percentage of 74% (less) and an increase in cycle II, namely obtaining a percentage of 85% (good). So, it can be concluded that the increase in student learning activities in the realm of skills from cycle I to cycle II is 11%. This shows that the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotating wheel media can improve student learning activities in the realm of skills and has met the established success indicators, namely ≥75 with sufficient criteria, so this research is said to be successful.
Discussion

The students' critical thinking skills for each indicator are described as follows, namely indicator (1) provides a simple explanation. In cycle I learning, a percentage of 75% is obtained because students are less able to identify or answer a problem given by the teacher, students are less able to provide reasons for the answers they have, students are only able to answer these problems briefly. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 86% because the teacher provides guidance and direction to students, to be able to encourage students to answer problems and be able to make students brave and confident to give reasons for the answers they have, but there are still some students who have difficulty because students are not used to critical thinking. This agrees with (Sholekhat et al., 2019) that providing simple explanations can be by giving questions to students, such as worksheets and evaluation questions. By working on worksheets in each meeting with one group of friends and working on evaluation questions in each cycle at the second meeting, students can improve their critical thinking skills.

Indicator (2) builds basic skills. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 73% because students are not careful in solving a problem, students are not used to writing things that are considered important, students do not consider whether the source obtained is reliable or not. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 89% because the teacher gave advice and directions to students to read with focus so that students began to be careful in solving problems, students were accustomed to noting things that were considered important and students were able to consider whether the sources were obtained it can be trusted or not. This agrees with (Adiwijaya et al., 2016) that building basic skills can ask students to reveal or explain learning material according to their respective understanding, this can train students to solve difficulties or solve these problems.

Indicator (3) concludes. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 73% because students could not conclude learning material using their sentences or were still motivated by books, in reflection activities students were less able to conclude the material that had been studied. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 82% because the teacher provides direction and guidance to students to be confident in conveying their opinions or ideas so that students can conclude the material that has been studied using their sentences even though they are short. This agrees with (Rusnah, 2018) that concluding is an activity that is often carried out by students. This concluding activity can be in the form of making a summary or expressing opinions verbally about the learning material that has been taught by the teacher, this can require students to understand the material being taught.

Indicator (4) provides further explanation. In the learning cycle, the percentage was 63% because students were less able to differentiate between assumptions, students still had difficulty explaining these assumptions. Because indicators provide further explanation, this requires critical thinking and involves students as thinkers, not as someone being taught. Then in the second cycle of learning, it obtained a percentage of 85% because the teacher trained and guided students to find a reason so that it made students able to distinguish which assumptions were correct and which were wrong and were able to provide a reason for these assumptions. This agrees with (Haryanti, 2017) that a person is said to have the ability to think critically if that person can provide an answer that is reflective, productive, and evaluative to a problem at hand.

Indicators (5) set strategy and tactics. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 72% because students still have difficulty when asked by the teacher to carry out group discussions to solve problems. Then in cycle II learning got a percentage of 83% because the teacher gave advice and invited students to read the reading text or learning material and find solutions to these problems. Through reading activities, students can find students' strategies and tactics, besides that students are also used to solving problems through discussion. This agrees with (Hardiyanto, 2018) that arranging strategic planning and tactics through problem-based learning can require students to complete problem-solving skills.

In addition to measuring critical thinking skills, this study also measures observations of student learning activities. Student learning activities in this study are divided into two, namely student learning activities in the realm of attitudes including (1) visual activities, (2) oral activities, (3) listening activities, and (4) emotional activities and student learning activities in the realm of skills including (1) writing activities, (2) mental activities and (3) metric activities. Observation of student learning activities in the realm of attitudes for each indicator will be explained as follows.

Indicator (1) visual activities, carried out when students read the material to be studied, and when students pay attention to the teacher delivering the learning material. In cycle I learning, there is a percentage of 74% because there are still many students who do not pay attention to the teacher when delivering learning material, students are still busy talking with their friends. Then in cycle II learning got a percentage of 83% because the teacher advised students to pay attention when the teacher delivered the
learning material and the teacher provided the material that had to be read by the students, to make students motivated and willing to do the teacher’s orders to read the learning material provided by the teacher calmly and serious. This agrees with (Hadini, 2017) that reading activities can encourage, stimulate, and facilitate student memory.

Indicator (2) oral activity, carried out when students ask questions to friends and the teacher, and when students answer questions from friends and the teacher. In the cycle, II learning obtained a percentage of 73% because students still look shy and do not have confidence asking questions during the learning process. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 85% because the teacher often provokes students to express their opinions by asking questions to students, thus making students motivated and many students who have dared to be confident in answering questions given by the teacher and have been actively asking the teacher and his friends. This agrees with (Pratiwi et al., 2018) that from an early age students must be motivated or trained to do activities together or in groups to avoid selfish attitudes that exist in students.

Indicator (3) listening activities, carried out when students listen to the teacher’s explanation and when students listen to other groups who are making presentations. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 71% because there are still many students who are busy talking with their friends and do not pay attention or listen to the learning process, both the teacher and their friends who are making presentations. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 84% because the teacher often gives directions and advice to students to not be noisy and focus on listening to the explanation of the material by the teacher while participating in the learning process, so that many students are motivated and all students listen when someone is delivering learning material in front of class, this agrees with (Lubis, 2018) that through listening activities can make students more enthusiastic and enthusiastic in concluding the contents of the stories that are heard.

Indicator (4) emotional activity, carried out when students participate in the learning process from beginning to end with enthusiasm. In the first cycle of learning, a percentage of 75% was obtained because during the learning process many students felt bored and even played alone. Then in cycle II learning gets a percentage of 88% because the teacher often gives advice and guidance to students to participate in the learning process from start to finish with enthusiasm, this makes students motivated and willing to follow directions from the teacher to follow the learning process from start to finish calmly and excited. This agrees with (Haryanti, 2017) that emotional activities include courage, never giving up, and being able to show a calm attitude in following the learning process.

Observation of student learning activities in the realm of each indicator will be explained as follows.

Indicators (1) writing activities are carried out when students write down the conclusions of the material that has been studied and when students write down the diversity that exists in Indonesia including ethnicity, regional languages, traditional clothing, and traditional houses. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 72% because students were not used to recording learning material. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 84% because the teacher trains students to actively summarize the most important parts of the material that has been taught to make learning easier, to be able to make students follow the teacher’s orders by practicing summarizing the material that has been learned and students are accustomed to taking notes the most important parts of the learning material. This agrees with (Amilia, 2018) that writing activities have a very important role because through writing skills it can help students to make it easier to remember mastery of theory.

Indicator (2) mental activities, carried out when students respond to the results of other group discussions and when students dare to convey conclusions from the material that has been taught. In the first cycle of learning, it obtained a percentage of 74% because students only listened to their friends who made presentations, students did not want to respond to the presented results and did not want to convey learning conclusions. In cycle II learning, a percentage of 85% is obtained because the teacher gives appreciation in the form of additional value for students who dare to answer or argue in front of the class, to make students interested and excited in expressing their opinions. This agrees with (Agustin, 2017) that mental activities can make students more active and confident in following the learning process from beginning to end. Because with confidence, students can get the additional value promised by the teacher for their activeness and participation in the learning process.

Indicator (3) metric activity, carried out when students work on evaluation questions, worksheets, and when students actively participate in playing wheel media games. In the learning cycle, I obtained a percentage of 71% because many students enjoy playing the media, but when working on the worksheets they do not participate in the discussion. Then in cycle II learning obtained a percentage of 87% because the teacher allowed students to learn while playing the rotating wheel media on the condition that they had to answer the question cards contained in the media, so that they were able to make students more enthusiastic in discussing and active in answering the questions. is in the game of learning media and can
encourage students to be active in thinking. This agrees with (Istiqomah, 2016) that outbound activities can develop children’s social-emotional development, outbound activities in this study are the learning process through learning media. The learning process like this is what makes students more interested because students do not only learn but can also play so that students do not feel bored and monotonous in following the learning process.

Based on the description above, it is concluded that the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotating wheel media in grade IV SDN Talun 01 can improve students’ critical thinking skills and student learning activities. This study measures students’ critical thinking skills and learning activities of fourth-grade elementary school students on the beauty of diversity in my country using the TTW learning model assisted by rotary wheel media. In the application of the Think Talk Write model, it is adjusted to the syntax of this learning model, namely (think) the teacher trains students to think individually or in groups, (talk) the teacher trains students to discuss and dare to express their opinions in front of friends or teachers, and (write) the teacher trains students to summarize or record the results of the discussion in writing and then present it to the class. So that in the learning process that takes place the teacher can provide direct experience to students and make it easier for students to solve problems, and be able to improve critical thinking skills and student learning activities. (Farida et al., 2020) stated that the application of Think Talk Write (TTW) can improve learning activities and learning outcomes. This study also shows that the application of the TTW model can improve student activity and learning outcomes (Rathif et al., 2017). In implementing this Think Talk Write model, teachers can make it easier for students to increase their learning activities. The Think Talk Write learning model, in general, has several advantages, including being able to develop students’ ability to analyze, ask and answer and write, and be able to develop ideas or ideas that students have which can then be conveyed orally (Yanuarta, 2017).

The thing that distinguishes this research from previous research is that in this study, the researcher modified the Think Talk Write model with a rotating wheel game media containing question cards in the form of questions where there are rewards and punishments given in accordance with the learning material that has been taught to class students. IV SDN Talun 01. In this activity, the use of rotating wheel media is not only a medium for a game but also to encourage students to think critically. This media is a game that can train a child’s mindset in solving a problem in the form of questions given by the teacher (Ardiansyah, 2018). This rotating wheel learning media has advantages including this media that is easy to make, attractive, can stimulate student curiosity, and can be used for all lesson content in accordance with the teaching material and learning objectives to be achieved (Simbolon, 2019). The use of attractive and innovative learning models combined with learning media that is in accordance with the characteristics of elementary school students makes the learning process more effective and efficient so that the learning objectives to be achieved can be achieved. So, from the above explanation, it can be seen that the critical thinking skills and learning activities of students through the application of the Think Talk Write model assisted by rotating wheel media can increase.

The results of this study are supported by previous research. Research conducted by (Asri, 2017) states that the application of Think Talk Write (TTW) can improve critical thinking skills. Then similar research was also carried out by (Lesmana, 2019) which showed that the application of the TTW model can improve the critical thinking skills of elementary students. Then research related to the use of rotary wheel learning media has also been widely carried out. Research conducted by (Eliana, 2019) shows that the use of rotating wheel media has a positive effect on student achievement and cooperation attitudes. Other supporting research was also conducted by (Rahmawati, 2020) which shows the results that the use of rotary wheel learning media can improve learning outcomes for elementary students.

From this research it can be concluded that the application of the Think Talk Write learning model is very suitable to be applied in elementary schools, integrated with the use of rotary wheel learning media to make the learning process more interesting and not boring so that the learning process is more meaningful. This research implies that it can provide fresh air in the world of education, especially in learning in elementary schools. This can be seen from the results of the study showing that the application of the TTW model assisted by a rotary wheel can improve students’ critical thinking skills and an increase in student activity in learning. The use of this model guides students on how students are trained to think about a problem using their language, are trained to discuss or exchange opinions with their group friends, are trained to write down answers or opinions on problems that have been agreed by the group friends. Integrated with the rotating wheel media certainly makes students interested in students to learn. Through this model and media, students are sensitive to problems and try to find solutions to solve existing problems that can be accepted and accounted for. In addition, through this learning model and
media, it can be a solution to problems in learning so that learning takes place well and the formation of superior future generations.

4. Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion, it is concluded that the increase in students’ critical thinking skills after applying the Think Talk Write model assisted by the theme of the spin-wheel media 7 The Beauty of Diversity in My Country in grade IV SDN Talun 01 cycle I obtained a percentage of 72% (less) and experienced an increase in cycle II, namely obtaining a percentage of 85% (good). Then the increase in student learning activities in the realm of attitudes after implementing the Think Talk Write model assisted by the rotating wheel media theme 7 The Beauty of Diversity in My Country in grade IV SDN Talun 01 cycle I obtained a percentage of 74% (less) and experienced an increase in the second cycle, namely obtaining a percentage of 86% (well). The increase in students’ learning activities in the realm of skills after applying the Think Talk Write model assisted by the theme of the wheel 7 The Beauty of Diversity in My Country for fourth-grade students of SDN Talun 01 cycle I obtained a percentage of 74% (less) and experienced an increase in cycle II, namely obtaining a percentage of 86% (well). In general, the application of the Think Talk Write learning model assisted by the Spin Wheel Media improves students’ critical thinking skills and student learning activities.
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